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O

ptimizing factory floor operations would be easy
if materials always arrived on time and machines
hummed along without interruption. But reality
doesn’t play out that way. For aerospace and metal
manufacturers, supply chain interruptions can spiral
quickly to disrupt schedules and crush profits.

By connecting and harnessing your organization’s data
through the cloud, you can get clear visibility across
your supply chain. Instead of just reacting to the latest
disruption, you can look ahead to predict events and
take corrective action.
With an intelligent supply chain—built on connected,
end-to-end data—advanced algorithms realign
resources to determine the best way forward.
Balancing complex manufacturing processes, material
availability and resource schedules, digital insight will
help you optimize production.
Read on to find out how you can embrace new
technology and take your supply chain decisions from
reactive to predictive.
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Build an event-driven supply chain

T

hrough the cloud, large volumes of data can be collected across the
supply chain—from vendors through internally collected IoT (Internet of
Things) data from the factory floor. Analytics, like machine learning and AI
(artificial intelligence), are applied to identify potential supply chain events
and prescribe corrective action.

Notifications up- and downstream

With supply chain data connected in Azure, tracing materials
back to the vendor and forward through production allows
factory floor managers to take action to address variances
quickly. Automatic notification of adverse events coupled with
re-optimization of resource allocation guide agile decision
making on the factory floor.

Connect and visualize with cloud

By integrating ERP systems like Dynamics 365 with LOB (Line-ofBusiness) applications through Microsoft Azure cloud services,
resource data is aggregated to provide a holistic view of
production. Intuitive, visual dashboards show the connections
between steps in production so shop floor technicians and plant
supervisors. can act quickly.

Monitor to take corrective action

With algorithms quantifying and communicating the
magnitude of supply chain event impact, production managers
can take corrective actions. Inventory optimization tools can
determine alternative stocking strategies or machine schedules
can be realigned to reduce downtime.
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Achieve true vertical
and horizontal visibility

D

isruptions can happen any where along the supply chain—from a
container ship delayed by a strike to an internal machine breakdown.
Unified visibility, delivered through role-relevant dashboards, combines data
across suppliers, carriers and internal systems so managers can take
proactive steps to mitigate impacts.

Interoperability with partners

Through the cloud, collection and sharing of data from trading
partners is easier. Microsoft’s Azure services allows manufacturers
to collect data from suppliers and public sources which can be
combined with internal system data, like MES to coordinate
scheduling and identify kinks in the supply chain.

Analysis to drive efficiencies

Taking advantage of the capacity to collect large amounts of
data, manufacturers can apply advanced analytics to drive
better decisions. Data analytics can support sequencing and
scheduling decisions, optimizing based on the complex matrix
of supply chain and productions factors.

Predict events with machine learning

Through Azure Machine Learning, manufacturers can
examine data in intelligent ways to find patterns. The system
can “learn” to predict the likelihood of events happening and
the resulting impact on revenues.
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Track and trace materials
with smart logistics

T

o comply with stringent regulatory requirements, including EASA
(European Aviation Safety Agency) & AS9100, aerospace and metal
manufacturers must be able to trace materials and components back
to the vendor and forward through production and sale. Automated
lot and serial number tracking provides instant traceability for materials,
components and finished goods.

Track across multiple dimensions

With the connected systems and centralized data delivered
through Microsoft Dynamics 365, manufacturers can track
through multiple dimensions, like serial number, lot number or
vendor lot number to trace materials quickly and efficiently.

Document product lifecycles

In aerospace and metals manufacturing, the full lifecycle of
each piece component or product needs to be tracked and
traced through the stages of processing and manufacturing.
Through multi-dimensional tracking, materials can be
identified at any stage of planning, production or shipment.

Support critical quality standards

Automated tracking and documentation of each part or
product through the entire manufacturing and supply
history also supports attainment of the stringent quality
standards including ISO 9001, AS9100, ITAR, DPA, DD250
and DCCA.
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Hyper-connect the factory floor
with IoT (Internet of Things)

A

s sensors become affordable, more and more equipment will
provide the data to support the hyper-connected factory floor.
To take full advantage of IoT, manufacturers can analyze massive
quantities of sensor and device-generated data through cloud and
advanced analytics to optimize the supply chain.

Reduce unplanned downtime

With real-time use, performance and asset health updates
production managers can anticipate problems and solutions.
Sensors and advanced analytics predict needed maintenance
and reduce unplanned downtime.

Optimize performance

Developed for the Microsoft Azure platform, remote
monitoring enables manufacturers to make targeted
improvements to business processes. Better visibility and
insight makes it possible to identify issues, respond faster,
make better decisions and implement operational changes.

Unprecedented visibility

IoT provides unprecedented visibility across your entire production
line, supporting customized insights that feed right back into the
management of the plant. The forensic and root cause analysis
available with IoT can detect bottlenecks and diagnose production
problems, increasing the uptime of your supply chain.
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Monitor the financial impact
of production variance

T

he true value in collecting and processing data streams from across the
supply chain are delivered through data analytics. Providing the bridge
to link manufacturing operations with financial performance, data analytics
allow managers to make fully informed decisions.

Identify unseen patterns

Data analytics can provides insight into trends and patterns
across the supply chain unseen by regular reporting. Examples
include: a vendor who regularly misses promise dates,
identical machines achieving very different output levels or a
production line with high quality variance.

Take preemptive action

With more visibility into anomalies, managers can identify
under-performers and out-performers to take action. The ability
to see performance side-by-side or compared to established
benchmarks helps to identify outliers and investigate what’s
behind them. With early warning of variance, managers can take
preemptive action to avoid financial impacts.

Reduce waste and bottlenecks

Managers can fine-tune production with established
operational benchmarks to reduce waste and bottlenecks.
Identifying both high and low performance areas can lead to
a greater understanding of how to make procedural changes
that will positively impact efficiency and reduce waste.
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Harness data to drive agility

D

ata is the foundation to build the factory of the future—fueling agile
response to the inevitable changes in supply chain flow. Collecting
and combining that data provides the visibility for production managers to
reschedule quickly and for business leaders to drive overall profitability.

A modern, connected foundation

The combination of Microsoft Dynamics 365, Azure services
and Arbela’s Advanced Analytics allows aerospace and metals
manufacturers to connect intelligent machines and IT systems
for a unified data foundation.

The journey to data mastery

Effective operational analytics, evolve as more systems and
data are brought together. Internal sources of data, combined
with supplier and carrier, add to the predictive power of events
in the supply chain. Results of that analysis, will lead to deeper
understanding and drive further improvements over time.

Agility through analytics

Through analytics, organizations move from understanding
current events to predicting potential events. By harnessing
the power of data to look into the future, manufacturers can
shorten lead times, forge tighter links with suppliers, capitalize
on emerging opportunities, respond quickly to changing market
conditions and more.
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Intelligent supply chain for
aerospace and metal manufacturers

A

t Arbela, we work with aerospace and metal manufacturing customers
to harness data to better manage the challenges of:

 complex project-based manufacturing space,

stringent regulations with heavy quality and compliance requirements
customers who demand order accuracy and strong traceability
Arbela can help you transform and digitize your manufacturing operations
with Dynamics 365, Microsoft Azure services and Arbela Data Insights (ADI).
By combining data across your organization, we will help build deeper
insights into your operational and financial performance.
Through hundreds of successful implementations for manufacturers,
we have earned a 98% client satisfaction rate. As a proven expert for
manufacturers and distributors in aerospace, automotive, building materials,
high tech and industrial equipment, we have built trust around the world.
Arbela Technologies is a global consulting firm delivering practical strategies,
sustainable IT roadmaps, deep technical skills and the education required
to innovate and reinvigorate customer, supplier, partner and employee
experiences and processes using Microsoft technologies.
Let’s talk about your digital transformation. Contact us at
1-888-319-4439 or info@arbelatech.com.

ARBELA
www.arbelatech.com

Manufacturing Maturity
Assessment

Take advantage of our free maturity assessment to
understand how your business compares to others in your
industry. Through the assessment, we will work with you to
evaluate:
Efficiency and compliance within functions
Visibility and integration
Supply chain optimization
Click to find out more or schedule your assessment

